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. . e EDC COB <edc.cob@edcgov.us> 
. . 

Fwd: Opposition to Cool Dollar General 
1 message 

The BOSONE <bosone@edcgov.us> 
To: EDC COB <edc.cob@edcgov.us> 

Kind Regards, 

ATE o-STRl~·u·'rIOI~ 
DATE 1 { it LD lo 

Cindy Munt 
Assistant to Supervisor John Hidahl, District 1 
Board of Supervisors, County of El Dorado 
Phone: (530) 621-5650 
CLICK HERE to follow Supervisor Hidahl on Facebook 
CLICK HERE to visit Supervisor Hidahl's web page 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Pam Sheil <pamsheil@hughes.net> 
Date: Wed, Jul 8, 2020 at 2:10 PM 
Subject: Opposition to Cool Dollar General 

'J36~ ·-r I I ~ I 2/JUJ 

Wed, Jul 8, 2020 at 3:25 PM 

To: <bosfour@edcgov.us>, <bosone@edcgov.us>, <bostwo@edcgov.us>, <bosthree@edcgov.us>, 
<bosfive@edcgov.us> 
Cc: Tim Sheil <sheil@hughes.net> 

I did not receive a response advising that my email was received. I have attached it and included 
the text in the body of this email. 

July 1, 2020 

To: El Dorado County Board of Supervisors 

Re: Opposition to Cool Dollar General 

I am adamantly opposed to the approval and construction of a Dollar General store in our little town of 
Cool. 

This type of store is associated with run-down areas and crime. There are very few employees inside at any 
time, and the stores are always unkempt - both inside and outside. 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1 ?ik=35d558a9e 7 &view=pt&search=all&permlhid=thread-f%3A 1671689307698930816&simpl=msg-f%3A 16716893076. . . 1/3 



7/8/2020 Edcgov.us Mail - Fwd: Opposition to Cool Dollar General 

Following are excerpts from an article on msn.com. "According to a 2018 research brief by the Institute for 
Local Self-Reliance, which advocates for small businesses. The stores undercut traditional grocery stores by 
having few employees, often only three per store, and paying them little. "While dollar stores sometimes fill 
a need in cash-strapped communities, growing evidence suggests these stores are not merely a byproduct of 
economic distress," the briefreported. "They're a cause of it." 

"Store managers have resisted pleas to reduce trash or loitering outside their stores, saying that their 
responsibility is limited to the stores themselves." 

(https ://www.msn.com/en-us/news/crime/how-dollar-stores-became-magnets-for-crime-and-killing/ar
BB l66b40) 

According to project documents, the Dollar General project is "expected to generate a total of 578 daily trips, 
with roughly 11 % or 62 trips during the p.m. peak hour" of 4:30-5 :30pm. That is more than one vehicle per 
minute during rush hour, most of which would need to cross traffic to tum into and out of the parking lot. 
The proposed driveway can only accommodate 2 cars before backing up. This would overwhelm an already 
crowded intersection, on a segment of road that is already at Level of Service E which is "unacceptable." 

I have shopped in a dollar store a few times. Mostly, I was after cheap party supplies. It was not worth it. 
The stores are dirty, cramped, with merchandise haphazardly placed on shelves or in walkways. The 
merchandise itself was not wor:th the dollar I paid. Sure it's a little cheaper than going somewhere else, but 
the packages are deceptive - usually much smaller quantities, which make it look like a deal, but it's not 
really. 

We, in our little town of Cool, are lucky to have a variety of quality shopping establishments. Each one of 
our local stores - most locally owned- would be negatively impacted by having a "dollar" store in the 
neighborhood. It would be a tragedy if these stores had to close because a large chain store took most of 
their business away. 

Please do not allow this P-roject to go forward. We are also opposed to the (rumored) construction of a 
Grocery Outlet for the same reasons as detailed above, and the fact that Holiday Market will be negatively 
impacted. 

Sincerely, 

Pam Sheil 

4381 Meadowview Acres Road 

Cool, CA 95614 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1 ?ik=35d558a9e 7 &view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 1671689307698930816&simpl=msg-f%3A 16716893076. . . 2/3 



7/8/2020 

pamsheil@hughes.net 

Edcgov.us Mail - Fwd: Opposition to Cool Dollar General 

From: "Pam Sheil" <pamsheil@hughes.net> 
To: "edc cob" <edc.cob@edcgov.us> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 2:50:14 PM 
Subject: Opposition to Cool Dollar General 

Please pass this letter on to each member of the Board of Supervisors. 

Thank you very much, 

Pam Sheil 

~ Dollar General July 2020.docx 
16K 
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July 1, 2020 

To: El Dorado County Board of Supervisors 

Re: Opposition to Cool Dollar General 

I am adamantly opposed to the approval and construction of a Dollar General store in our little town 
of Cool. 

This type of store is associated with run-down areas and crime. There are very few employees 
inside at any time, and the stores are always unkempt - both inside and outside. 

Following are excerpts from an article on msn.com. "According to a 2018 research brief by the 
Institute for Local Self-Reliance, which advocates for small businesses. The stores undercut 
traditional grocery stores by having few employees, often only three per store, and paying them 
little. "While dollar stores sometimes fill a need in cash-strapped communities, growing evidence 
suggests these stores are not merely a byproduct of economic distress," the brief reported. "They're 
a cause of it." 

"Store managers have resisted pleas to reduce trash or loitering outside their stores, saying that their 
responsibility is limited to the stores themselves." 

(https://www.msn.com/ en-us/news/ ~rime/how-dollar-stores-became-magnets-for-crime-and
killing/ ar-BB 166b40) 

According to project documents, the Dollar General project is "expected to generate a total of 578 
daily trips, with roughly 11 % or 62 trips during the p.m. peak hour" of 4:30-5:30pm. That is more 
than one vehicle per minute during rush hour, most of which would need to cross traffic to turn into 
and out of the parking lot. The proposed driveway can only accommodate 2 cars before backing up. 
This would overwhelm an already crowded intersection, on a segment of road that is already at 
Level of Service E which is "unacceptable." 

I have shopped in a dollar store a few times. Mostly, I was after cheap party supplies. It was not 
worth it. The stores are dirty, cramped, with merchandise haphazardly placed on shelves or in 
walkways. The merchandise itself was not worth the dollar I paid. Sure it's a little cheaper than 
going somewhere else, but the packages are deceptive - usually much smaller quantities, which 
make it look like a deal, but it's not really. 

We, in our little town of Cool, are lucky to have a variety of quality shopping establishments. Each 
one of our local stores - most locally owned - would be negatively impacted by having a "dollar" 
store in the neighborhood. It would be a tragedy if these stores had to close because a large chain 
store took most of their business away. 

Please do not allow this project to go forward. We are also opposed to the (rumored) 
construction of a Grocery Outlet for the same reasons as detailed above, and the fact that Holiday 
Market will be negatively impacted. 

Sincerely, 

Pam Sheil 
4381 Meadowview Acres Road 
Cool, CA 95614 
pamsheil@hughes.net 
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FW: DR19~0006 Appeal Rebuttal Letter 
1 message 

Wade Wylie <wade@woodcrestrev.com> 
To: "edc.cob@edcgov.us" <edc.cob@edcgov.us> 

WADE WYLIE - SENIOR 

ANALYST 

CELL: 760-420-0753 

wade@woodcrestrev.com 

WooDCREST COMPANIES 

1410 Main Street, Suite C 

~ Ramona, California 
92065 

OFFICE: 760-789-5493 

EDC COB <edc.cob@edcgov.us> 

Thu, Jul 9, 2020 at 11 :37 AM 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message transmission contains information and/or attachments which may be confidential or protected by the 

work product doctrine. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the content of this information is 

prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by email and delete the original message. Email transmission and 

attachments cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free. 

From: Steve Powell <steve@woodcrestrev.com> 
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 6:34 AM 
To: Wade Wylie <wade@woodcrestrev.com> 
Subject: FW: DR19-0006 Appeal Rebuttal Letter 

STEVE POWELL - President 
CELL: 760-271-9400 I OFFICE: 760-789-5493 
steve@woodcrestrev.com 

/;AWOODCR EST LDL COMPANIES 

1410 Main Street, Suite C - Ramona, California 92065 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message transmission contains information and/or attachments which may be confidential or protected by the 

work product doctrine. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the content of this information is 

prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by email and delete the original message. Email transmission and 

attachments cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free. 

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1 ?ik=35d558a9e 7 &view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A 16717655084 7 4838892&simpl=msg-f%3A 16717655084... 1 /2 



7/9/2020 

From: Steve Powell 
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 11:51 AM 
To: edc.cob@edcgov.us 

Edcgov.us Mail - FW: DR19-0006 Appeal Rebuttal Letter 

Cc: Sabrina Teller <STeller@rmmenvirolaw.com>; Breann Moebius <breann.moebius@edcgov.us>; James Williams 
<james.will iams@edcgov.us>; Rommel Pabalinas <rommel.pabalinas@edcgov.us>; Evan Mattes 
<evan.mattes@edcgov.us>; Brian Grattidge <bgrattidge@dudek.com> 
Subject: DR 19-0006 Appeal Rebuttal Letter 

Dear Clerk of the Board, 

Please see attached rebuttal letter in response to Aloha Adams (Cool Pilot Hill Advisory Committee) letter dated July 3, 
2020. I request this to be made part of the record and forwarded to each individual Board member. 

Regards, 

STEVE POWELL - President 
CELL: 760-271-9400 I OFFICE: 760-789-5493 
steve@w oodcrestrev.com 

/i.wooDCREST BIL COMPANIES 

1410 Main Street, Suite C - Ramona , Californ ia 92065 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message transmission contains information and/or attachments which may be confidential or protected by the 

work product doctrine. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the content of this information is 

prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by email and delete the original message. Email transmission and 

attachments cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free. 

t:J 2020-07-07 Appeal Rebuttal Letter.pdf 
225K 
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WoooCREST REAL ESTATE VENTURES 
A Division of Woodcrest Homes, Inc. 

July 7, 2020 

El Dorado County 
Board of Supervisors 
330 Fair Lane 
Placerville, CA 95667 

SENT VIA USPS CERIFIED MAIL & ELECTRONIC MAIL TO EDC.COB@EDCGOV.US 

RE: DR19-0006 Cool General Retail (Dollar General) 
DR-A20-0001 and DR-A20-0002 Appeals to Project 

Dear Members of the Board of Supervisors: 

I, Steve Powell, President of Woodcrest Real Estate Ventures, am the applicant for the proposed 
General Retail Store which is to be occupied by Dollar General. As a new property owner and 
constituent of the county, I feel it necessary to submit a rebuttal to the Aloha Adams' (Cool Pilot 
Hill Advisory Committee) letter from July 3, 2020, and other public comments that have been 
forwarded to our office. Please see the following responses which correlate directly to the 
appellant's claims shown in italics: 

1. Appellant Claim: In my experience, the traffic through the five current streets or intersections is already 
at a barely tolerable level and adding traffic on and off Hwy 49 to Northside Drive will mean longer 
waits to access in either direction, possibly causing more accidents. 

Response: As noted in the approved traffic report, the five existing intersections do not exceed 
LOS Din either the "Existing" or "Existing Plus Project" analyses. Additionally, the traffic report 
cites the collision history for a three-year period (ending December 31, 2018) for the 31.i mile 
of SR49 approximately centered on the project, showing only 1 rear-end collision, which is 
less than half the statewide average for a rural three-lane road. It is unreasonable to use the 
assumption of a small increase in traffic as the basis for an argument that traffic accidents will 
increase on a section of road that sees less than 50% of the statewide average of accidents. 

2. Appellant Claim: The entrance to the Post Office, off Northside Drive, and to Dollar General are 
analyzed as two independent intersections in the Traffic Study and should be analyzed as a single 
complex intersection, probably producing worse LOS. Additionally, Northside Drive is not adequate 
for two-way traffic, think two dually trucks trying to pass?? 

Response: The driveway entrances to the Post Office and Dollar General were analyzed using 
professional methods of analysis. The project has also been conditioned to provide a 
minimum road width of 24', consistent with private road standards in the County of El Dorado. 
This road width will allow the passage of two-way traffic similar to any other private road built 
to county standards within the County of El Dorado. 

3. Appellant Claim: During the initial meetings last Fall, the developer stated there would be a pedestrian 
walkway from Northside Drive to the Highway 49/193 intersection. However there is no reference to 
this in the final Traffic Study. This is a critical piece for pedestrian safety that has been left out and 
should be included. 

Response: During scoping of the project, the El Dorado County Department of Transportation 
determined that the addition of a sidewalk to Northside Drive was an "urbanized feature" that 
would not be consistent with the characteristics of roads in the area. If added, it would be the/i. 
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only sidewalk within 10 miles (nearest sidewalk is in Coloma, CA along SR49). Additionally, 
the County's Active Transportation Plan, which was just approved in 2019, plans a Class II 
Bike Lane along SR49, which has been scoped into the project for either construction or cash
in-lieu. The Class II Bike Lane is for bicycle traffic only and does not provide for pedestrians. 
SR49 is not planned for pedestrian access. 

4. Appellant Claim: LOS of D is unacceptable in view of the amount of traffic that flows through the 
Highway 49/193 intersection and with the addition of potential traffic into and out of Dollar General 
that would cause unacceptable LOS at E. In my experience, leaving Northside Drive to access Highway 
49 to the south is already a problem, causing wait time, without adding traffic generated by Dollar 
General. 

Response: The majority of road segments analyzed in the traffic report are operating at LOS 
D, with only the southbound portion of SR49 located north of Northside Drive operating at 
LOS E. Per General Plan Policy TC-X Table TC-2, State Route 49 is allowed to operate at 
LOS F. Current average wait times for westbound approach on Northside Drive to SR49 is 
16.3 seconds (LOS C) and with the proposed project will be 18.5 seconds (still LOS C). For 
reference, the threshold to LOS D is "greater-than 25 seconds per vehicle and less
than/equal-to 35 seconds per vehicle", which would still be acceptable as noted in the traffic 
report. 

5. Appellant Claim: My additional concern is that current services for the area are already provided 
_ through the many lo_cal businesses that m(l.y suffer with possibl<;: closing. Addition oj the Dollar General 

does NOT add anything to the area, it only adds cheap services that the area does not need. Bring the 
area a type of business that will add to the economy of the community, not take away from current 
businesses. 

Response: Although economic and social impacts are not considered under CEQA, we 
performed an economic analysis due to public comments at our voluntary community 
meetings. The economic analysis concluded that the Cool market area is a "sales leakage 
community" and that the Dollar General store would strengthen the retail base in the area. It 
also concluded that because the project would enhance the critical mass of commercial 
outlets, existing retailers are anticipated to have enhanced market demand due to greater 
visibility, and existing stores are anticipated to be able to coexist due to limited cross-over of 
actual consumable product availability. 

The appellant vaguely hints at the true reason behind the appeal by incorrectly classifying 
Dollar General as providing "cheap services". Its apparent to us that the appeal is an attempt 
to delay the project in hopes that we will not go through with building it, and has been blatantly 
stated so on social media. This is nothing short of capitalistic bullying and tenant 
discrimination. Dollar General is a discount retail store that prides itself on providing goods 
to consumers at competitive prices. They commonly locate in market areas that are 
underserved by retail goods, which the economic analysis identifies Cool as. 

6. Appellant Claim: Lastly, but certainly not least important, is the recent article(s) that have surfaced on 
social media about Dollar General stores as magnets for crime and killing. If you have not read this 
article published by The New Yorker, I urge you to read it. My personal concern is that DG could 
cause these problems throughout the County, not just in Cool. Cool currently enjoys a safe living area, 
and we don't want this changed! 

-------- h;6 
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Response: The New Yorker article, "How Dollar Stores Became Magnets for Crime and 
Killing", is written about several discount retail stores in Dayton, Ohio, and St. Louis, Missouri. 
Two specific examples were for Dollar General stores in northwest Dayton and the Concord 
Township (a suburb of St. Louis), both of which are urbanized areas with populations of 
141, 143 and 37,834 respectively. These areas have population densities of 2,535 persons 
per square mile and 3,699 persons per square mile, respectively. The Cool area is a sharp 
contrast, which is in a tract of northern El Dorado County with a population of 5,412 and a 
density of 85 persons per square mile. (stats from https://statisticalatlas.com/). Comparing an 
urban mid-west city with rural California for the purpose of drawing conclusions on crime is 
flawed reasoning. While propaganda articles have been written lately that claim discount retail 
stores are either magnets for crime, or even creators of crime, the truth is far different. Retail 
Stores, and any Commercial or Residential Development, are reflections of the community 
that they are built in. This project is being proposed to serve the area. The customers that 
the proposed store is being built to serve are the existing residents of the Cool area, and the 
area visitors. 

Additional public comments have mentioned that the project would create "Urban Decay". County 
staff has noted that "urban decay is visible symptoms of physical deterioration that invite 
vandalism, loitering, and graffiti that is caused by a downward spiral of business closures and 
multiple long-term vacancies." Despite the fact that urban decay is an economic impact, which is 
not considered under CEQA, Woodcrest had an economic analysis prepared. The general 
conclusion of the s~udy can be summ~d up as "a rising ti_de raises all ship~." More specifically1 

the study found that the existing stores would "not incur a risk of significant sales decline or 
closure." 

Woodcrest has taken great care to make sure that all valid concerns were addressed during the 
planning of this project, which included studies and reports that were not required by the reviewing 
agencies. We performed three voluntary community meetings to gather input from community 
members and the merchant's association, the primary focus of which was the design of the 
building to fit within the community. The final design, which is the subject of the Design Review 
Permit, reflects the input from these meetings and emulates the coveted "Boardwalk" project 
across SR49 from the proposed site. 

As noted by county counsel during the Planning Commission hearing, the commercial retail use 
is allowed by-right and the discretionary application is limited to the Design Review. Traffic, which 
is the most prevalent concern of public comments, and the only subject of the appeal, was 
thoroughly studied, reviewed, and commented on by professionals including: 

a. Kevin Yount, Senior Transportation Planner, California Department of Transportation 
(Caltrans) 

b. Amber Moran, Transportation Planner, California Department of Transportation 
(Caltrans) 

c. Ken Anderson, PE, K.D. Anderson & Associates, Inc. - Traffic Engineering firm with 30 
years of experience in all aspects of Transportation Engineering and Planning 

d. Dave Spiegelberg, Senior Civil Engineer, County of El Dorado, Department of 
Transportation 

e. Natalie Porter, Senior Traffic Engineer, County of El Dorado, Department of 
Transportation 

f. Tia Raamot, Transportation Planner, County of El Dorado, Department of Transportation 
g. DKS Associates - County of El Dorado Department of Transportation third party peer-

__ re_v_ie_w_e_r__________________________ b;i 
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h. Rommel Pabalinas, Planning Manager, County of El Dorado Planning Department 
i. Evan Mattes, Senior Planner, County of El Dorado Planning Department 
j. Brian Grattidge, Senior Project Manager, Dudek - County of El Dorado third party CEQA 

consultant 

All comments were addressed in the final report and the conclusion that the project will not impact 
current the LOS's of road segments or intersections was approved by all reviewers. 

While a recent court case ruled that lay testimony can be used to establish a fair argument, it 
restricted such testimony as only applicable on non-technical subjects. Traffic is not considered 
to be a non-technical subject, and therefore the review of the experts should be relied upon for 
determination of project compliance. Overturning the approval decision based on lay testimony 
is to ignore the expertise of professionals hired by the applicant, the discipline professionals in 
the employ of the county, the third party consultants hired by the county for peer-review, and the 
transportation experts at the California Department of Transportation. 

All submitted plans and reports were prepared by licensed professionals and reviewed by county 
staff and other 3rd party professional reviewers. After thorough review, County Staff recommended 
approval of the project. The project was unanimously approved by the Planning Commission on 
May 28, 2020 in full support of the staff's recommendations. 

I respectfully request that the Board of Supervisors deny the appeal and allow the project to 
proceed as approved and conditioned by the Planning Commission. 

1i\yu 
Steve Powell 
President 
Woodcrest Real Estate Ventures 
steve@woodcrestrev.com 

CC: Sabrina Teller, Remy Moose Manley, LLP (email) 
Breann Moebius, County of El Dorado (email) 
James Williams, County of El Dorado Planning Commission (email) 
Rommel Pabalinas, County of El Dorado (email) 
Evan Mattes, County of El Dorado (email) 
Brian Grattidge, Dudek (email) 

------ -- h;i 
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Cool Dollar General Economic Analysis 
1 message 

Wade Wylie <wade@woodcrestrev.com> 
To: "edc.cob@edcgov.us" <edc.cob@edcgov.us> 

EDC COB <edc.cob@edcgov.us> 

Thu, Jul 9, 2020 at 11 :42 AM 

Please include the attached Economic Analysis in the public record for the Dollar General Appeai hearing on 7/14. 

Thank you, 

WADE WYLIE - SENIOR 

ANALYST 

CELL: 760-420-0753 

wade@woodcrestrev.com 

WoooCREST COMPANIES 

1410 Main Street, Suite C 

~ Ramona, California 
92065 

OFFICE: 760-789-5493 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic message transmission contains information and/or attachments which may be confidential or protected by the 

work product doctrine. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the content of this information is 

prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by email and delete the original message. Email transmission and 

attachments cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free. 

'1B Cool Dollar General Economic Analysis.pdf 
320K 
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ALH Urban & Regional Economics 

November 26, 2019 

Mr. Steve Powell, President 
Woodcrest Companies 
1410 Main Street, Suite C 
Ramona, CA 92065 

2239 Oregon Street 
Berkeley, CA 94705 

510.704.1599 
aherman@a lhecon.corn 

Re: Dollar General Economic Analysis in Cool, Unincorporated El Dorado County, California 

Dear Mr. Powell : 

ALH Urban & Regional Economics (ALH Economics) has prepared a brief economic analysis of the 
proposed Dollar Genera.I store in Cool, California, an unincorporated community in El Dorado 
County. The purpose of the analysis is to demonstrate the degree of potential market support for the 
store and an assessment of the potential for the store to coexist with existing retailers already nearby. 
To accomplish this analysis, ALH Economics engaged in the following tasks: 

• Obtained information about the planned Dollar General store 
• Reviewed Dollar General documents regarding store sales, operations, and typical market 

draw 
• Visited the prospective store site and surrounding retail establishments 
• Estimated the likely market area for Dollar General store draw 
• Estimated market area retail demand 
• Analyzed anticipated Dollar General sales in the context of market area demand 
• Assessed the implications of Dollar General's operations at the proposed store site 

A summary of the task findings follows. These findings are subject to the assumptions and general 
limiting conditions included at the end of the report. Select tables are included in the text, with exhibits 
presented in Appendix A For general information purposes a description of ALH Economics and 
resume of the firm Principal, Amy L. Herman, is included in the Appendix B. 

PROPOSED DOLLAR GENERAL STORE AND ENVIRONS 

Dollar General is seeking to open a Dollar General store on a 1.69-acre site in Unincorporated El 
Dorado County, in Cool, California. The store is anticipated to total 9, l 00 square feet, of which 
approximately 7,259 square feet will comprise sales floor area. The balance of the space will 
comprise a range of uses, such as office, break room, restrooms, restroom corridor, storage area, etc. 
Typically, there will be 3 employees during a normal shift, with the expectation of 4-5 customers at a 
time during peak hours. Store hours are Monday through Sunday, 8 am to l O pm. 

PAGE 1 



ALH Urban & Regional Economics 

The proposed Dollar General site is located at 1020 Northside Drive. The project site fronts on the 
east side of CA Highway 49 and the south side of Northside Drive, north of Highway 193. This 
location is near several clusters of existing commercial uses. One cluster comprises the Northside 
Center, which is across Northside Drive from the site and includes a small shopping center with a U.S. 
Post Office, a Chinese restaurant, and personal services, including Cool Nails & Salon, Cool Massage 
Therapy, and The Healing Shala. Cool Boat RV & Self Storage is further up Northside Drive from this 
center. The proposed Dollar General site is across CA Highway 49 from another commercial cluster, 
which includes several smaller strip centers or stand alone buildings with a mix of uses, including 
American River Pizza & Grill, JB's Outdoor Life (sporting goods), Cool Care Children's Center 
(childcare/preschool), Cool Animal Hospital, Cool Learning Center with before and after school 
programs, Cool Consultations (medical cannabis clinic), Timberline Realty, Cool General Store, 
Milestone Saloon, Los Establos Mexican Restaurant, Cool Florist & Gifts, Cher's Hair, Cool Feed & 
Ranch Supply, 76 Gas Station and convenience store, Cool Smoke Shop, Cool Bunz N' Beanz 
(pastries, sandwiches, burritos, coffee), Family Dentistry, JC Fit Personal Training, and The Garage -
Automotive Service & Repair. This cluster also includes a couple of small retail vacancies. 

Highway 193 intersects CA Highway 49 not far past the proposed Dollar General site. This road leads 
to Georgetown, about 12 miles to the east. The Cool Village Shopping Center is located at this 
intersection of CA Highway 49 and Highway. 193. This shopping center is anchor~d by Holiday 
Market, a regional chain supermarket. Other center tenants include Cool Optometry, Mather Land 
Surveying, Iron Works Fitness, Cool Village Pharmacy, Subway, and Cool Beerwerks. Cool Physical 
Therapy and a vacant space comprise a separate building and Wells Fargo Bank also comprises a 
separate building . Some additional on-site construction is in progress at the center, but the nature of 
the construction is indeterminate. There is also a church on Highway 153 near the Cool Village 
Shopping Center. 

There are several other commercial structures in the Cool environs, but the above overview generally 
describes the bulk of the commercial enterprises in the core portion of Cool, clustered at the 
intersection of CA Highway 49 and Highway 153. 

DOLLAR GENERAL STORE OPERATIONS INFORMATION 

Dollar General is a discount general merchandise retailer offering a broad selection of merchandise, 
including consumables, seasonal, home products, and apparel. The store merchandise includes high 
quality national brands from leading manufacturers as well as comparable quality private brand 
selections with prices at substantial discounts to national brands, including a Dollar General brand. 
The store's product offerings include most necessities, such as basic packaged and refrigerated food 
and dairy products, cleaning supplies, paper products, health and beauty care items, basic apparel, 
housewares, hardware and automotive supplies, among others. Across all Dollar General stores the 
average selling space is about 7,400 square feet. Through its broad merchandise offerings, Dollar 
General seeks to enable customers to fulfill their routine shopping requirements. 1 

1 See Dollar General Corp, Form 10-K, For the fiscal year ended February 1, 2019, pages 5 and 6 for 
most of the information in this paragraph . 
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Dollar General differentiates itself from other retailers by offering low prices in a small-store format. 
Dollar General locates its stores in a variety of rural, suburban, and urban communities, with 
approximately 75% serving towns of 20,000 or fewer people. 2 

As of February 2019, average annual net store sales totaled $231 per square foot throughout the 
U.S. This figure generally comprised modest increases over prior year figures, which were $227 in 
2018, $229 in 2017, $226 in 2016, and $223 in 2015. 3 These net sales figures were calculated by 
Dollar General based on average selling square footage of Dollar General stores. Assuming a 
modest increase in sales through 2019 similar to past year increases, this results in a beginning year 
2020 store sales estimate of $233 per square foot. As average figures, these sales estimates most 
directly pertain to mature stores that have achieved stabilized sales. Typically, stores achieve 
stabilization over time, such as up to three years. 

While the $233 per square foot figure pertains to mature stores, this analysis conservatively assumes 
that the Cool Dollar General store will perform consistent with the retailer's national average. This 
results in a stabilized annual store sales estimate of $1,691,451 in 2020 dollars (i .e., 7,259 square 
feet of sales area x $233 per square foot), which rounds to $1. 7 million. As noted, this is a figure that 
typically pertains to mature, or stabilized, stores, not new stores during the initial ramp up period. As 
such, initial year sales at the proposed Cool store are likely to be lower than this $1. 7 million 
estimate, but the analysis is conservatively benchmarked to a stabilized estimate of sales. 

As noted above, Dollar General categorizes store sales into four major merchandising categories -
consumables, seasonal, home products, and apparel. The percentage of store soles occurring across 
these categories, and the type of merchandise represented, is summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Dollar General Merchandise Categories 

Percent of 
Category Sales Type of Merchandise 

Consumables 77.5% Paper and cleaning products, packaged food, perishables, snacks, health and 
beauty, pet, and tobacco products 

Seasonal 11. 9% Decorations, toys, batteries, small electronics, greeting cards, stationery, prepaid 
phones and accessories, gardening supplies, hardware, automotive, and home 
office supplies 

Home Products 5.9% Kitchen supplies, cookware, small appliances, light bulbs, storage containers, 
frames, candles, craft supplies, and kitchen, bed, and bath soft goods 

Apparel 4. 7% Casual everyday apparel for infants, toddlers, girls, boys, women and men, 
including socks, underwear, disposable diapers, shoes, and accessories 

Source: Dollar General Corp., Form l 0-K, For the fiscal year ended February l, 2019, p 6. 

2 Ibid, page 6. 
3 Ibid, page 23 . 
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Based upon these store sales categories, and the $1. 7 million Cool store sales estimate, the Cool 
Dollar General store sales would be distributed by category as presented in Table 2 . This information 
indicates that approximately $1.3 million in store sales is estimated to comprise consumables, 
including food as well as non-food items. With respect to food items, based upon field visits to Dollar 
General stores in several California locations, these consumables do not include fresh produce such 
as fruits and vegetables . In addition, Dollar General carries a limited array of meats and cheeses, not 
including typical butcher or seafood counter food items. Further, while Dollar General sells beer and 
wine, these options are very limited, and the store does not sell other types of alcohol products such 
as hard liquor. Dollar General also does not sell the type of prepared food items typically found in a 
deli or hot food counter in a grocery store or some convenience markets. 

Table 2. Estimated Distribution of 
Cool Dollar General Sales 

Percent of 
Category Sales Sales 

Consumables 77.5% $1,310,875 

Seasonal 11 .9% $201,283 

Home Products 5.9% $99,796 

Apparel 4.7% $79,498 
100.0% $1,691,451 

Sources: Table 1; and ALH Urban & Regional 
Economics. 

Thus, while Dollar General sells many food items, the options are limited, requiring consumers 
seeking a wider range of products to shop elsewhere. 

MARKET AREA DEFINITION AND DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERI STICS 

As noted earlier, Dollar General tends to locate stores in a variety of rural, suburban, and urban 
communities, with approximately 75% serving communities with populations of 20,000 or fewer. The 
Cool site area meets the definition of this type of community, as demonstrated below. 

The proposed Cool Dollar General site is located 6.5 miles from the nearest shopping node in 
Auburn and 19 miles from the next nearest competitive node in Placerville. These are the nearest cities 
with substantial retail bases . The drive time from the site to the nearest shopping nodes in Auburn and 
Placerville are 16 and 29 minutes, respectively. In 201 7, taxable retail sales in Auburn totaled $601 
million. This compared to $387 million in Placerville . Since Cool is an unincorporated area, the State 
of California does not routinely report taxable retail sales for the community, but taxable retail sales in 
all of El Dorado County's unincorporated areas in 2017 totaled $1.1 billion. Taxable retail sales in 
the County's unincorporated areas comprised 46% of all taxable retail sales. Cool is just one of many 
unincorporated communities in El Dorado County with an existing retail sales base, with other 
communities including Georgetown, El Dorado Hills, Cameron Park, and Shingle Springs. Thus, many 
communities contribute to the taxable retail sales reported for the entirety of the County's 
unincorporated areas. 
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There are many ways a market area can be defined. This can include by city/cities, Zip Code, census 
block group or other census geographic designation, radius from a geographic site, or drive-time 
from a geographic site. For the purpose of this study, ALH Economics defined a market area for the 
proposed Dollar General store based on a geography served by four zip codes. This includes the zip 
code that encompasses Cool (95664) as well as the adjoining zip codes for the communities of Pilot 
Hill (95664), Lotus (95651) and Greenwood (95635). These El Dorado County communities are all 
comparatively closer to Cool versus Georgetown or Placerville, and thus their residents are deemed 
more likely to make convenience purchases in Cool than elsewhere. Alternative market area definition 
methods were examined, including drive-time, distance radius, and census tract aggregation. 
However, some methods captured too large an area (distance radius and census tract aggregation) or 
too small an area (drive-time radius). Hence the zip code method of market area definition seemed 
most apt for the purpose of this analysis. 

ALH Economics obtained demographic estimates for the population base within the aggregated zip 
code area from Environics Analytics, which is a leader in the United States in providing demographic 
and economic data, including modeled data. Per Environics Analytics, in 2020 there will be an 
estimated 7,432 people and 3,054 households within the 4-Zip Code market area . The median 
household income for these households is about $97,200, with an average of about $115,600. 
Environics Analytics further projects that El Dorado County's 2020 population will total 191,790. 
Thus, the Dollar Gener9I store's 4-Zip Code market area population comprises a very small portion of 
the County's population base. 

MARKET AREA RETAIL DEMAND 

ALH Economics maintains a retail demand model that estimates household spending on retail. The 
model is based upon analysis of taxable statewide retail sales combined with an estimate of 
household spending on retail by income. The model assumes that households in a market area will 
make retail expenditures comparable to the pattern of retail sales in the State of California. Exhibit 1 
in Appendix A presents the results of this analysis. This exhibit indicates that among the nine major 
retail categories tracked by the State of California Board of Equalization, household spending in 2018 
was anticipated to be greatest for Food & Beverage sales at 17.2% of all retail spending and lowest 
for Home Furnishings & Appliances at 5.4% of all retail spending. 

Pursuant to data published by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2017 Consumer Expenditure Survey, 
households in the income group with annual household incomes between $15,000 to $29,999 and 
$200,000 and more throughout the United States spent an average of 60% to 17% of household 
income, respectively, on the type of retail goods tracked by the State of California Department of Tax 
and Fee Administration (formerly the Board of Equalization). The income bracket that best matches the 
proposed Cool Dollar General store market area demographics is the $100,000 to $149,999 
bracket, where the average household income is $120,288 and the percent of income spent on retail 
is 27%. Because the average market area household income is lower than the average within the 
bracket, and the percent of income spent on retail increases as income declines as shown in Exhibit 2, 
ALH Economics estimates that the market area households will spend on average 28% of income on 
retail goods pursuant to interpolation of the data findings. 

Market area household retail and restaurant demand was estimated based upon this 28% share of 
income spent on retail and the estimated distribution of retail spending pursuant to Exhibit 1. The 
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results are presented in Table 3, which indicates total market area retail demand potential of $98.9 
million for the 4-Zip code market area. Not all this demand is in categories representative of Dollar 
General sales . The categories not reflected by Dollar General sales most notably include Motor 
Vehicles & Parts Dealers, Gasoline Stations, and Food Services & Drinking Places (e.g., restaurants 
and bars). While there is some overlap with Motor Vehicle Parts, the majority of this category is most 
likely measuring demand for automobile sales. 

Tobie 3. Estimated Cool Proposed Dollar General 

Market Area Demand for Retail Goods and Restaurants (1) 
Distribution Market Area Demand 

Retail Category of Demand Per HH Total 

Food & Beverage Stores 17.2% $5,579 $17,038,216 
General Merchandise Stores 11.8% $3,824 $11,679,245 
Motor Vehicle & Parts Dealers 15 .6% $5,055 $15,438,343 
Food Services & Drinking Places 14.8% $4,786 $14,616,789 
Gasoline Stations 8 .5% $2,757 $8,419,073 
Other Retail Group 12 .7% $4,108 $12,545,728 
Clothing & Clothing Accessories 7.2% $2,337 $7,136,078 
Building Materials & Garden Equipment 6.7% $2,180 $6,656,507 
Home Furnishings & Appliances 5.4% $1,755 $5,361, 195 
Retail Spending 100.0% $32,381 $98,891,173 

Source: ALH Urban & Regional Economics. 
(1) The market area comprises a four zip code area encompassing Cool and nearby El Dorado 
County communities, including Pilot Hill, Lotus, and Greenwood. 

Excluding the three categories of Motor Vehicles & Parts dealers, Gasoline Stations, and Food Services 
& Drinking Places results in a 4-Zip Code market area retail demand estimate of $60.4 million for 
goods inclusive of the type of merchandise sold by Dollar General. Of note, the Other Retail Group 
category presented in Table 3 includes drug stores, health and personal care, gifts, art goods and 
novelties, sporting goods, florists, photographic equipment and supplies, musical instruments, 
stationery and books, office and school supplies, second-hand merchandise, and miscellaneous other 
retail stores . Many of these types of goods are sold at Dollar General, although not all of them. 

Notably, the 4-Zip code market area comprises a primary market area for retailers and restaurants in 
Cool. However, additional demand is likely to be generated from beyond this area as well, as other 
area households traverse through the area on their way to or from their home or work locations . In 
addition, Cool is in an area of the state that attracts tourists and people vacationing nearby. All of 
these non-market area residents provide additional sources of actual or potential demand for Cool's 
retail offerings. 

EXISTING COMPETITIVE STORES AND RETAIL SALES 

Because it is in a small unincorporated area, reliable estimates of the retail sales achieved by retail 
outlets in the Cool market area are not available. The only available government-generated store
related data are from the U.S. Census Bureau, Zip Code Business Patterns for the Cool zip code of 
95614, which includes information on retail outlets by type and size that include paid employees, 
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excluding government. Thus, owner-operated businesses with no employees are not included. The 
most recent data available are from 2016. This information includes only 7 retail outlet listings, with 
the largest comprising a "Supermarket" with 20-49 employees. This most certainly is the Holiday 
Market, located at the Cool Village Shopping Center. Three other retail outlets were noted as having 
5-9 employees. These include outlets classified as "Nursery, Garden Center, and Farm Supply Stores," 
"Convenience Stores," and "Gasoline Stations with Convenience Stores." In all likelihood, these are 
the Cool Feed & Ranch Supply, Cool General Store, and 7 6 Gas Station, respectively. Finally, three 
outlets are noted as having 1-4 employees. These are classified as "Floor Covering Stores," 
"Cosmetics, Beauty Supplies, and Perfume," and "Tobacco Stores." ALH Economics is unsure what 
store might be classified as Floor Covering Store, unless it could be a store no longer present in the 
market since the Zip Code Business Patterns data are dated, from 2016, or it could be a business 
located outside the core area in Cool, but the other two stores likely refer to the Cool Village 
Pharmacy and the Cool Smoke Shop. While these data are of limited use, and do not shed any light 
on store sales, their levels of employment provide insight into the relative sizes of their enterprises, 
which indicate that the Holiday Market is the largest retail business in Cool and that the overall retail 
sector has relatively small employment base. 

ALH Economics believes there are several stores in Cool that are likely to be somewhat competitive 
with Dollar General because of their sale of overlapping sales merchandise. These stores and some of 
the representative products they sell that overlap with Dollar General are presented in Table 4, below. 

Table 4. Cool Stores With Merchandise Overlapping with Dollar General 

Retail Store 
Cool Smoke Shop 

7 6 Gas Station Convenience 
Store 

Cool Feed & Ranch Supply 

Cool Village Pharmacy 

Cool General Store 

Holiday Market 

Representative 
Overlapping Merchandise 

Bottled drinks, snacks (candy, chips, nuts), 
batteries, t-shirts, socks, cigarettes 

Bottled drinks, beer, snacks, candy, motor 
oil, t-shirts 

Pet food and treats, cat litter, other pet 
supplies 

Vitamins, first aid supplies, candles, gift 
cards 

Bottled drinks, dairy products, canned 
goods, cleaning supplies, paper products, 
BBQ supplies, cereal, snacks, storage bags, 
first aid supplies 
Frozen foods, dairy products, cereal, canned 
goods, laundry detergent, snacks, cookies, 
paper products, storage bogs 

Source : ALH Urban & Regional Economics. 

Representative 
Unique Merchandise 

Smoking, tobacco, and vaping supplies 

Ancillary to gas purchases; prepared 
hot food and sandwiches 

Specialty pet items, no overlapping 
brands 

Pharmaceuticals (prescription and over 
the counter), more specialized vitamins, 

Liquor, more varied beer and wine 
options 

Full-service grocery store items, 
including fresh produce and 
vegetables, deli items, meat, seafood 

While they sell some overlapping merchandise with Dollar General, all of the stores listed in Table 4 
have a primary merchandise focus that is unique from Dollar General. As a result, this will serve to 
minimize their potential competitiveness with Dollar General, despite the partial overlap in 
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merchandising. For some stores the merchandise overlap is minimal, while for other stores the 
overlap is greater. For example, Dollar General sells cat and dog food, treats, toys, supplies, and cat 
litter. Cool Feed & Ranch Supply also sells these products. However, Cool Feed & Ranch Supply sells 
premium brand food and treat products compared to the brands sold by Dollar General, such that 
there is no overlap in specific consumable product availability. Therefore, it is very unlikely that a Cool 
Feed & Ranch Supply customer would shop at Dollar General for these consumable products unless 
by necessity, given the former store's more limited hours of operation (close 6 pm M-F, 5 pm Sat., 
closed on Sun.) . In similar fashion, a store like the Cool Smoke Shop would be unlikely to be highly 
competitive with Dollar General because its primary focus is to sell smoking supplies, including 
tobacco and vaping supplies, none of which are available at Dollar General, thus a customer at Cool 
Smoke Shop would be most likely to purchase the overlapping products as a matter of convenience 
when at Cool Smoke Shop, ancillary to the primary purpose of their shopping trip . ALH Economics 
believes the same is the case with purchases at the 7 6 Gas Station Convenience Store, as the primary 
reason shoppers are at this store is to purchase gasoline, so purchases at the Convenience store 
would in almost all likelihood occur at the same time as their gasoline purchase . As with the 
preceding stores, Cool Village Pharmacy also has a core focus unique from Dollar General, which is 
pharmaceuticals, especially prescription pharmaceuticals. In conclusion, while these four stores sell 
some goods common to Dollar General, their relatively low level of competitiveness with Dollar 
General is unlikely to result in a sales impact -that would significantly impair store performance or 
profitability. 

The two other stores included in Table 4 have a greater number of products for sale that overlap with 
Dollar General. These stores are the Cool General Store and Holiday Market. Yet, while these stores 
have a considerable amount of overlapping merchandise with Dollar General, like the preceding four 
stores they also have unique merchandising orientations relative to Dollar General. These include the 
Cool General Store, being one of only two purveyors of bottled hard liquor in Cool, with the area's 
widest variety of hard liquor as well as varied wine and beer options, and the Holiday Market, being a 
full-service grocery store comprising the only source of fresh fruits, vegetables, meat, seafood, and 
bakery products in the immediate area of Cool, plus many specialized food products, including gluten 
free. Nonetheless, these two stores are likely to be most competitive with Dollar General because a 
high percentage of the products sold at Dollar General {but most certainly not all) can also be found 
at these stores. 

ALH Economics estimates the size of the Cool General Store, based on Google mapping software, to 
be 1,800 to 2,100 square feet. Valid sales performance figures for this store are not publicly 
available, so for the sake of analysis ALH Economics assumes a generic sales performance estimate of 
$400 per square foot. 4 This is a generalized figure based on sales per square foot performance for 
regional, small town/low density grocery store chains reported by Retail Maxim, an industry resource 
on retail store productivity. This is a proxy selected, in some part, because of its relevancy also to the 
other competitive store, the Holiday Market, although this store functions much like a liquor store 
given its unique product mix emphasizing hard liquor, wine, and beer. Pursuant to this sales estimate, 
and a size in the middle of the range of l, 950 square feet, ALH Economics estimates that Cool 
General Store annual sales total $780,000. Based upon the preceding retail demand categories in 

4 Figures reported by Hoovers.com and Buzzfile.com for this store include annual revenues of $90,000 and 
$93,200 (rounded), which ALH Economics believes are quite low, and thus are rejected as most likely 
invalid. 
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Table 3, the Cool General Store sales would reflect Food & Beverage store sales, although the store 
sells other merchandise that crosses into other retail categories, such as auto supplies (Motor Vehicle 
Ports), first aid (Other Retail), and work gloves (Clothing). Even comparing all of this $780,000 sales 
estimate to the market area $17.0 million demand in the Food & Beverage stores category indicates 
that significant additional market area demand remains for other Food & Beverage store sales, 
especially when one considers that the market area demand in Table 3 comprises only Coal's primary 
market area demand, and that additional demand originates seasonally from persons living outside 
the market area as well as tourism and people vacationing in the area. 

ALH Economics estimates the size of the Holiday Market based on mapping software and other visual 
techniques, to be 25,000 square feet. As with the Cool General Store, sales performance for this store 
is not publicly available, so the same $400 per square foot generic sales performance rate is 
assumed, resulting in a $10.0 million annual store sales estimate. This figure comprises a large 
portion of the $17.1 million of Food & Beverage demand estimated in Table 3. Yet, even with the 
addition of the Cool General Store sales, yet additional demand remains, indicating that Food & 
Beverage sales are leaking out of the Cool market area. These sales are likely leaking to the nearby 
communities of Auburn and Placerville, that have much more ample retail sectors. 

In addition to the Cool market area's Food & Beverage demand that is not being adequately served 
by the Cool General Store and Holiday Market, it is highly likely that most of the market area's retail 
demand for other goods comprises leakage to other communities, since there are few shopping 
opportunities available in the Cool market area. This includes none to very little shopping 
opportunities available to meet market area shopping needs in other key retail categories such as 
general merchandise, clothing, home furnishings and appliances, and a range of other retail goods, 
such as sporting goods, and office supplies. 

DOLLAR GENERAL RETAI L DEMAND CAPTURE RATE 

Based upon its $1 . 7 million store sales estimate, the proposed Cool Dollar General store will need to 
capture only a small portion of market area demand to achieve stabilized sales consistent with 
national Dollar General store performance standards. Across all categories of market area demand, 
this would be 1.7% of the $98.9 million in the 4-Zip Code market area demand. However, demand 
for Dollar General merchandise will not originate from all categories of market area demand. 
Therefore, this capture rate increases to an overall 2 .8% of the $60.4 million 4-Zip Code market area 
demand for all retail excluding demand for Motor Vehicles, Gasoline, and Food Services & Drinking 
Places (e.g ., restaurants). These figures are presented in Table 5, which also estimates potential 
market area capture rates in the specific demand categories most likely to correspond with Dollar 
General's store sales. 
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Table 5. Dollar General Cool Market Area Demand Capture Rate Analysis 

Retail Category 

Food & Beverage Stores 
General Merchandise Stores 
Motor Vehicle & Parts Dealers 
Food Services & Drinking Places 
Gasoline Stations 
Other Retail Group 
Clothing & Clothing Accessories 
Building Materials & Garden Equipment 
Home Furnishings & Appliances 

Total All Retail 
Total Less Motor Vehicles, Gas, and Rests . 

Source: ALH Urban & Regional Economics. 
(l) See Table 2 . 

Dollar General Market Area Dollar General 
Sales (1) Demand Capture Rate 

$393,262 (2) $17,038,216 2.3% 
$917,612 (2) $11,679,245 7.9% 

$0 (3) $15,438,343 0 .0% 
$0 $14,616,789 0.0% 
$0 $8,419,073 0 .0% 

$201,283 (4) $ 12,545,728 1.6% 
$79,498 $7,136,078 1.1% 

$0 (3) $6,656,507 0.0% 
$99,796 $5,361,195 1.9% 

$1,691,451 $98,891 ,173 1.7% 
$1,691,451 $60,416,969 2.8% 

(2) For the sake of analysis, and based upon visual observation, the store's "Consumables" sales are anticipated to be 
divided between these two categories 30% food/70% general merchandise, as not all consumables are food or 
beverage-based products . 
(3) Some sales anticipated in these categories, but they are a[')ticipated to be nominal compared to the other retail 
categories. 
(4) Corresponds with the "Seasonal" sales estimate . 

The market area demand capture rates by retail category for the Dollar General 4-Zip Code market 
area range from l. l % in Clothing & Accessories to 7 .9% in General Merchandise. These percentage 
capture rates would drop when taking other factors into account, such as additional resident demand 
from beyond the 4-Zip Code market area and drive by traffic associated with tourism and 
vacationing . Notably, there is very little existing competition in or just beyond the market area to 
obtain some basic household necessities other than food and some sundry items. Therefore, in many 
of the categories listed, Dollar General will bring a mix of retail merchandise to the store's market 
area that is not already present. This will enable market area residents to reduce their travel time and 
the associated transportation costs (both personal and environmental) to obtain basic household 
necessities. This includes home furnishings and supplies such as towels, shower curtains, area rugs, 
vases, ironing boards, laundry baskets, and picture frames; electronics such as wall clocks, alarm 
clocks, and cell phones; and apparel such as baby and toddler clothes, women and men's 
underwear, and t-shirts. 

There will, however, be potential sales merchandise overlap with the market area's two existing stores 
selling food items - Holiday Market and Cool General Store. The portion of Dollar General sales 
anticipated to be most competitive with these stores includes $393,262 in Food & Beverage sales . 
Some of the Dollar General merchandise similar to these existing market area stores includes canned 
foods, baking goods, soda, first aid supplies, personal care products, cleaning supplies, pet supplies, 
and cooler items such as milk, cheese, butter, and sandwich meats. The Holiday Market, however, 
sells many products not represented at Dolla r General, such as fresh and frozen meat, fresh and 
frozen seafood, an ample array of fresh produce, organic produce, gluten free foods, a broader 
range of items such as pasta and soups, freshly prepared hot foods, an expansive wine selection as 
well as hard liquor, and a broader range of beer than typically sold at Dollar General. The provision 
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of these more full-service grocery items indicates that market area shoppers will still need to frequent 
Holiday Market to purchase important weekly food items necessary to prepare healthy meals. This, 
combined with Holiday Market's seasonal appeal to tourist demand, will help insulate the store from 
the modest amount of competitive food item sales anticipated at Dollar General. Moreover, as a 
larger store with an established customer base, Holiday Market will have the ability to modify its 
product mix to maximize sales in products not available at Dollar General yet targeted to meet the 
needs of its loyal customers . 

Similar to Holiday Market, Cool General Store sells some mix of products comparable to Dollar 
General but also products not available at Dollar General, or even Holiday Market, hence Cool 
General Store's market distinction as more of a liquor store with a convenience orientation. This is 
reinforced by the prominent placement of the word "Liquor" on the "Cool General Store" sign above 
the store's doorway. Already, Cool General Store and Holiday Market coexist in the same market, 
with the Holiday Market having more product overlap with Cool General Store than Dollar General 
will, since the Holiday Market sells some hard liquor and expanded wine and beer products not 
available at Dollar General. While Dollar General will duplicate some of the product offerings at both 
of these stores, it will also expand the offerings available substantially with its general merchandise 
products and seasonal items. 

The retail demand estimates presented in Table 3 indicate many categories of retail spending in which 
there are scant retailers present in the Cool market area. Thus, products representative of some of 
these other categories can be added to existing inventories to insulate stores against potential sales 
losses resulting from Dollar General's Food & Beverage sales and maintain their broad market 
appeal, to both market area residents, residents in other communities beyond market area, and 
tourists and other persons vacationing in the area. 

Lastly, at the same time Dollar General may exert competitive pressures on existing retailers, the store 
will add to the critical mass of retailing opportunities in Cool. Because of the relative lack of shopping 
opportunities in Cool, market area consumers are leaving the area to make purchases for goods not 
available in Cool and the general environs. At these times, consumers are also probably taking 
advantage of more cost effective grocery shopping opportunities available in these more heavily 
retailed areas. The presence of Dollar General will therefore help reduce the need for some of these 
out of community shopping trips, thus retaining more consumer dollars within the market area, which 
could ultimately increase the sales captured by a range of Cool retailers and restaurants. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, this analysis demonstrates that Coal's market area is underserved by retail goods, 
including food sales. This indicates that the area is a sales leakage community. The Dollar General 
store can therefore help strengthen the retail base, enabling market area consumers to meet more of 
their retail shopping needs close to home. Even with absorption of Dollar General sales market area 
residents will still need to shop for many retail goods in locations with more ample shopping 
opportunities, especially in Auburn and Placerville, both of which have retailers offering a wide range 
of retail goods required by market area households, including food shopping, general merchandise 
shopping, home improvement stores, clothing stores, and others . However, because the Dollar 
General store will enhance the critical moss of commercial outlets in Cool, existing retailers and 
restaurants are anticipated to achieve greater visibility, which will result in enhanced market demand. 
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Because of Dollar General's relatively low sales volume, which will be divided among many retail 
categories, compounded by the market area's limited supply of existing retailers, it seems likely that 
Dollar General's capture of market area retail demand would not result in existing area stores losing 
a significant volume of existing sales through sales diversion. Thus, existing stores are anticipated to 
be able to coexist with the Dollar General store and thus not incur a risk of significant sales decline or 
closure. 

CLOSING 

ALH Urban & Regional Economics was pleased to prepare these findings pertinent to the proposed 
Dollar General store in Cool, California. Please let us know if you have any comments or questions 
on the analysis. 

Sincerely, 

ALH Urban & Regional Economics 

Amy L. Herman 

Principal 

ALH Econ/20_19/1916 Coll Dollor General/Report/1916 .rOl .doc 
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ASSUMPTIONS AND GENERAL LIMITING CONDITIONS 

ALH Urban & Regional Economics has made extensive efforts to confirm the accuracy and timeliness 
of the information contained in this study. Such information was compiled from a variety of sources, 
including interviews with government officials, review of City and County documents, and other third 
parties deemed to be reliable. Although ALH Urban & Regional Economics believes all information in 
this study is correct, it does not warrant the accuracy of such information and assumes no 
responsibility for inaccuracies in the information by third parties. We have no responsibility to update 
this report for events and circumstances occurring after the date of this report. Further, no guarantee 
is made as to the possible effect on development of present or future federal, state or local legislation, 
including any regarding environmental or ecological matters. 

The accompanying projections and analyses are based on estimates and assumptions developed in 
connection with the study. In turn, these assumptions, and their relation to the projections, were 
developed using currently available economic data and other relevant information. It is the nature of 
forecasting, however, that some assumptions may not materialize, and unanticipated events and 
circumstances may occur. Therefore, actual results achieved during the projection period will likely 
vary from the projections, and some of the variations may be material to the conclusions of the 
analysis. 

Contractual obligations do not include access to or ownership transfer of any electronic data 
processing files, programs or models completed directly for or as by-products of this research effort, 
unless explicitly so agreed as part of the contract. 
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Exhibit 1 
State of California Board of Equalization Taxable Retail Sales Estimate by Retail Category 
2018 

State of California 
Total Taxable Taxable Sales Adjusted 

Type of Retailer Sales {1) to Total Retail 

Motor Vehicle & Parts Dealers $89,696,668,865 $86,983,283, 145 

Home Furnishings & Appliances $31,099,159,205 $30,206,241, 172 

Building Materials & Garden Equipment $39,469,798,311 $37,504,338,446 

Food & Beverage Stores $29,697,424,447 $95,997,345,380 (2) 

Gasoline Stations $54,302,231,927 $47,435,051,665 

Clothing & Clothing Accessories $42,233,560,412 $40,206,357,448 

General Merchandise Stores $56,416,292,603 $65,803,636,835 (3) 

Food Services & Drinking Places $85,226, 196,681 $82,354,452,662 

Other Retail Group $61,018,669,056 $70,685,604,584 (4) 

Total (5) $489,160,001,507 $557,176,311,337 

Percent of 
Total 

15.6% 

5.4% 

6.7% 

17.2% 

8.5% 

7.2% 

11.8% 

14.8% 

12.7% 

100% 

Sources: California Department of Tax and Fee Administration (CDTFA), "Statewide Taxable Sales by Type of 
Business, 2018"; U.S. Economic Census, "Retail Trade: Subject Series - Product Lines: Product Lines Statistics 
by Kind of Business for the United States and States: 2007''; and ALH Urban & Regional Economics. 

(1) Taxable sales are pursuant to reporting by the California Department of Tax and Fee 
(2) Sales for Food and Beverage Stores have been adjusted to account for non-taxable sales; only 30.0% of all 
food store sales are estimated to be taxable. 

(3) Sales for General Merchandise Stores have been adjusted to account for non-taxable food sales, since some 
General Merchandise Store sales include non-taxable food items. ALH Urban & Regional Economics estimates 
that at least 25% of General Merchandise sales are for grocery items that are also non-taxable. This estimate is 
based on analysis of the 2007 U.S. Economic Census, which attributes approximately 26% of General 
(4) Sales for Other Retail Group have been adjusted to account for non-taxable drug store sales, since drug store 
sales are included in the Other Retail Group category. Sedway Consulting estimates that 33.0% of drug store sales 
are taxable, based on discussions with the (former) California BOE and examination of U.S. Census data. In 
California, drug store sales in 2018 represented approximately 11.87% of all Other Retail Group sales. ALH Urban 
& Regional Economics applied that percentage and then adjusted upward for non-taxable sales. 
(5) Totals may not add up due to rounding. 



Exhibit 2 
Household Income Spent on Retail (1) 
United States 
2017 

Characteristic 

Average HH Income 

Amount Spent on Retail (2) 

Percent Spent on Retail (3) 

All 
Consumer 

Units 

$73,573 

$22,911 

31% 

$15,000 $30,000 
to to 

$29,999 $39,999 

$22,315 $34,685 

$13,370 $17,130 

60% 49% 

Household Income Range 
$40,000 $50,000 $70,000 $100,000 $150,000 $200,000 

to to to to to and 
$49,999 $69,999 $99,999 $149,999 $199,999 more 

$44,771 $59,382 $83,829 $120,288 $170,234 $306,051 

$18,277 $22,028 $25,418 $33,044 $40,565 $52,002 

41% 37% 30% 27% 24% 17% 

Sources: Table 1203. Income before taxes: Annual expenditure means, shares, standard errors, and coefficient of variation, 
Consumer Expenditure Survey, 2017, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; and ALH Urban & Regional Economics. 

(1) Includes retail categories estimated to be equivalent to the retail sales categories compiled by the State of California, Board of 
Equalization (now Department of Tax and Fee Administration). 

(2) Includes the Consumer Expenditures categories of: food; alcoholic beverages; laundry and cleaning supplies; other household 
products; household furnishings and equipment; apparel and services; vehicle purchases, gasoline and motor oil; 1/2 of 
maintenance and repairs (as a proxy for taxable parts); drugs; medical supplies; audio and visual equipment and services; pets, 
toys, hobbies, and playground equipment; personal care products and services; reading; and tobacco products and smoking 
supplies. 
(3) Percentages may be low as some expenditure categories may be conservatively undercounted by ALH Urban & Regional 
Economics. 



APPENDIX B 
FIRM QUALDFICATIONS AND PRINCIPAL RESUME 

FIRM INTRODUCTION 

ALH Urban & Regional Economics (ALH Economics) is a sole proprietorship devoted to providing 
urban and regional economic consulting services to clients throughout California. The company was 
formed in June 2011. Until that time, Amy L. Herman, Principal and Owner (100%) of ALH 
Economics, was a Senior Managing Director with CBRE Consulting in San Francisco, a division of the 
real estate services firm CB Richard Ellis. CBRE Consulting. was the successor firm to Sedway Group, in 
which Ms. Herman was a part owner, which was a well -established urban economic and real estate 
consulting firm acquired by CB Richard Ellis in late 1999. 

ALH Economics provides a range of economic consulting services, including: 

• fiscal and economic impact analysis 
• CEQA-prescribed urban decay analysis 
• economic studies in support of general plans, specific plans, and other long-range planning 

efforts 
• market feasibility analysis for commercial, housing, and industrial land uses 
• economic development and policy analysis 
• other specialized economic analyses tailored to client needs 

Since forming ALH Economics, Ms. Herman's client roster includes California cities, counties, and 
· other public agencies; educational institutions; architectural, environmental, and other real estate
related consulting firms; commercial and residential developers; non-profits; and law firms. A select 
list of ALH Economics clients includes the following: 

• the cities of Concord, Pleasanton, Tracy, Dublin, Inglewood, and Los Banos, the Office of 
Community Investment and Infrastructure as Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency 
of the City and County of San Francisco, Alameda County Community Development Agency, 
the Alameda County Fair, Bay Area Rapid Transit District, and East Bay Community Energy; 

• the University of California at Berkeley, The Primary School, The Claremont Colleges Services, 
Stanford Real Estate, and the University of California at Riverside; 

• Group 4 Architecture, Research + Planning, Inc., Paul Halajian Architects; LSA Associates, 
Raney Planning and Management, Inc., Environmental Science Associates (ESA), First Carbon 
Solutions - Michael Brandman Associates, and Infrastructure Management Group, Inc.; 

• Maximus Real Estate Partners, New West Communities, Build, Inc., Arcadia Development Co., 
Howard Hughes Corporation dba Victoria Ward LLC, Blu Homes, Inc., China Harbour 
Engineering Company, Kimco Realty, and Align Real Estate LLC; 

• Ronald McDonald House and Hospital Council of Northern and Central California; and 
• Gresham Savage Nolan & Tilden, PC, Remy Moose Manley, Pelosi Law Group, and Sedgwick 

LLP. 

Throughout her more than 30-year career, Ms. Herman has managed real estate consulting 
assignments for hundreds of additional clients, including many California cities, corporations, 
residential, commercial, and industrial real estate developers, and Fortune 100 firms. 



PRINCIPAL INTRODUCTION 

Ms. Amy Herman, Principal of ALH Economics, has directed assignments for corporate, institutional, 
non-profit, and governmental clients in key service areas, including commercial market analysis, fiscal 
and economic impact analysis, economic development and redevelopment, location analysis, 
strategic planning, and policy analysis. During her career spanning over 30 years, Ms. Herman has 
supported client goals in many ways, such as to assess supportable real estate development, 
demonstrate public and other project benefits, to assess public policy implications, and to evaluate 
and maximize the value of real estate assets. In addition, her award-winning economic development 
work has been recognized by the American Planning Association, the California Redevelopment 
Association, and the League of California Cities. 

Prior to forming ALH Economics, Ms. Herman worked for 20 years as an urban economist with 
Sedway Group and then CBRE Consulting's Land Use and Economics practice. Her prior professional 
work experience included 5 years in the Real Estate Consulting Group of the now defunct accounting 
firm Laventhol & Horwath (L&H), preceded by several years with the real estate consulting firm Land 
Economics Group, which was acquired by L&H . During the course of her career, Ms. Herman has 
established a strong professional network and client base providing access to contacts and experts 
across a wide spectrum of real estate and urban development resources. 

Ms. Herman holds a Master of Community Planning degree from the University of Cincinnati and a 
Bachelor of Arts degree in urban policy studies from Syracuse University. She pursued additional post
graduate studies in the Department of City and Regional Planning at the University of California at 
Berkeley. A professional resume for Ms. Herman follows. 



ALH Urban & Regional Economics PROFESSIONAL PROFILE 

; .• .. ' ;l 
-.·., ~ ... 

·-.~ · :. 
AMY L. HERMAN 
PRINCIPAL 

ALH Urban & Regional 
Economics 

Berkeley, California 

T 510.704.1599 
aherman@alhecon .com 

SELECT OTHER CLI ENTS 

- Alameda County Fair 
- Arcadia Development 

Company 
- Catellus Development 

Corporation 
- CenterCal Properties 
- Claremont University 

Consortium 
- City of Dublin 
- Dudek 
- Environmental Science 

Associates 
- Equity One 
- First Carbon Solutions 

(formerly Michael 
Brandman Associates) 

- Gresham Savage Nolan 
& Tilden 

- Howard Hughes 
Corporation 

- City of Inglewood 
- LSA Associates 
- Maximus Real Estate 

Partners 
- The Primary School 
- Remy Moose Manley 
- Ronald McDonald House 
- Signature Flight Support 
- Syufy Enterprises 
- City ofT racy 

Amy L. Herman, Principal of ALH Urban & Regional Economics, has provided urban and regional 

consulting services for approximately 35 years . During this time, she has been responsible for 

directing assignments for corporate, institutional, non-profit, and governmental clients in key 

service areas, including fiscal and economic impact analysis, economic development and 

redevelopment, feasibility analysis, location analysis, strategic planning, policy analysis, and 

transit-oriented development. Her award-winning economic development work has been 

recognized by the American Planning Association, the California Redevelopment Association, and 

the League of California Cities. 

Prior to forming ALH Urban & Regional Economics in 2011, Ms. Herman's professional tenure 

included 20 years with Sedway Group, inclusive of its acquisition by CB Richard Ellis and 

subsequent name change to CBRE Consulting. Her prior professional work experience includes 

five years in the Real Estate Consulting Group of the now defunct accounting firm Laventhol & 

Horwath (L&H), preceded by several years with the land use consulting firm Land Economics 

Group, which was acquired by L&H. 

Following are descriptions of select consulting assignments managed by Ms. Herman. 

ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS 

Alameda County. Prime consultant for a complex team that prepared a Local Development 
Business Pl.an for the newly laµnched East Bay Community Energy Com.munity Choice 
Aggregation program for Alameda County. ALH Economics components included economic 
impact and financial analysis of the local development program components. 
University of California. Conducted economic impact studies and frequent updates for five 

University of California campuses: Berkeley, Davis, Riverside, San Francisco, and Son Diego. 

Prepared models suitable for annual updates by campus personnel. 
Hospital Council of Northern and Central California. Prepared an analysis highlighting the 

economic impacts of hospitals and long-term care facilities in Santa Clara County. The analysis 

included multiplier impacts for hospital spending, county employment, and wages. Completed a 

similar study for the Monterey Bay Area Region . 

Bay Area Rapid Transit District. Completed economic impact analysis of BART's operations in 
the San Francisco Bay Area region. 

Various EIR Firms. Managed numerous assignments analyzing the potential for urban decay to 

result from development of major big box stores, shopping centers, and sports venues. The 

analysis comprises a required Environmental Impact Report component pursuant to CEQA. 

FISCAL IMPACT ANALYSIS 

Stanford Research Park. Analyzed historic and current fiscal contributions generated by the 

Stanford Research Park real estate base and businesses to the City of Palo Alto, Santa Clara 

County, and the Palo Alto Unified School District. 

City of Concord. Structured and managed fiscal impact analysis designed to test the net fiscal 

impact of multiple land use alternatives pertaining to the reuse of the 5, 170-acre former Concord 

Naval Weapons Station, leading to possible annexation into the City of Concord, California. 

Kimco Realty. Prepared fiscal impact analysis of plans to renovate and redevelop part of 

Westlake Shopping Center and infill development of a 179-unit apartment project adjoining the 

shopping center. 

Sycamore Real Estate Investments, LLC. Prepared a fiscal impact model for client 

implementation, to test the General Fund net fiscal impacts of alternative land use mixes. 

Residential and Commercial Developers. Prepared fiscal impact studies for new development 

projects, including residential, office, and mixed-use projects, demonstrating the net fiscal impact 

on the respective city's General Fund and local school districts. 



ALH Urban & Regional Economics PROFESSIONAL PROFILE 

AMY L. HERMAN 
Principal 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND PUBLIC FINANCE 

Infrastructure Management Group. Contributed to due diligence analysis of the proposed 

Transbay Transit Center to support evaluation of requested bond loan adjustment requests to 

support project construction . 
Alameda County. Managed numerous assignments helping Alameda County achieve its 
economic development goals for the County's unincorporated areas through surplus site 
disposition assistance, including market analysis and financial due diligence for residential and 
commercial mixed-use developments . 

Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure as Successor Agency to the 
Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco. Managed financial analysis 

estimating the tax payments in lieu of property taxes associated with UCSF development of 

medical office space in the former Mission Bay Redevelopment Project area . 

LAND USE POLICY 

Union City Property Owner. Provided an independent analysis regarding the reasonableness of 

the City of Union City continuing to reserve a key development area for office and/or R&D 

development in the context of the General Plan Update. 

Alameda County Community Development Agency. Provided analysis and input regarding the 

Ashland and Cherryland Business District Specific Plan requirements for non-residential floor 

space in mixed-use development sites over l 0,000 square feet 

DCT Industrial Trust (Subsequently acquired by ProLogis, Inc.). Performed economic analysis 

on a proposed change to the Newark Zoning Ordinance regarding permitted industrial uses. The 

analysis demonstrated the market, fiscal, and economic impacts that could result from the 

proposed zoning ordinance change. 

City and County of San Francisco. Under direction of the San Francisco Planning Department, 

conducted analysis and literature review regarding residential and commercial displacement, 

especially they pertained to two planned Mission District mixed-income apartment projects . 

DEVELOPMENT FEASIBILITY 

China Harbour Engineering Company ltd. (CHEC). Prepared a market assessment and 

development feasibility analysis for the potential development of a 5.54-acre parking lot at the 

West Oakland BART Station in Oakland, CA for CHEC, the development entity selected by BART 

to pursue joint development of the site pursuant to an Exclusive Right to Negotiate Agreement. 
Align Real Estate, L.L.C. Prepared independent economic analysis of a proposed residential 
development in San Francisco on the site of several buildings, including one considered an 
historic resource pursuant to CEQA. The analysis tested several project alternatives, focusing on 
net developer margin as an indicator of financial feasibility . 

Build, Inc. Conducted financial analysis comparing the development of a prospective San 

Francisco residential site as a "stand-alone" project compared to a larger "combined lot" project 

that would incorporate unused floor-area-ratio from an adjacent property. 

Various Residential Developers. In support of fiscal impact studies, prepared residential market 

analysis examining historical development and pricing trends, absorption, and forecasting 

demand by product type. Prepared achievable pricing estimates by residential unit type and size. 

EDUCATION 

• Bachelor of Arts degree in urban studies, magna cum laude, Syracuse University. 

• Master of Community Planning degree from the University of Cincinnati . 

• Advanced graduate studies in City and Regional Planning at the University of California at 

Berkeley. 
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As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide -area;]'.oppose the construction of a · 
Do~.,G~nera.l_store at the intersection ofHighwiys 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Bo::),rd·.of Supervisors, 

As· a resident/ frequc;:nt vi·sitor of the Divide arei;'Top'pose the construction of a 
. Dolla,r_General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 
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· .:Js'a resident/fr~quent visitor of the Divide ~re;; l6ppos~ the construction of a 
· •. I:)pllar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 
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neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 
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Board ~£Supervisors, :}t[ 9 2020 (::r,110'.55 
As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project . // . . 
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J3oatd of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Dividecarea, I oppose the construction of a 

Dollar General store at the intersectiori of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 
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As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 
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· As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 andJ.9,3. 

"f o~ject to ·this project on the grounds that the increas~/tiiffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Verucle{attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parlqil_g.1,ot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already fai4.ng"."I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the B9ard of Supervisors to reject this project 
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Board of Supervisors, J~JL ~3 2{)2ti ::-
As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/ frequent vi*it:\:>f tlf~ Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the~tir~~Etion of Highways 49 and 193. 

·' -r·· - ·c .·• _.:~ ,::~:-~.=~~~)f 
I object to this project ori thii:gi;,§unds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 an~'.}93 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out 6f th~ proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 

NAME: 3h elr-/3!\ ?.ri \/; C 
s 

PHONE: 1 ·' v< , (,,/ (.,' , .__.. 7\/ 1 

EMAIL: V v] ~;,.,· J "' 1'-<" (7~:7",' I' • u L f • L/ v 

Board of Supervisors, 9 2t)20 (i!~i10:56 
As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I 9hjecMo this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
.. drivil'ig conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 

.. ttaffk fo turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
sev.~re traffic backups. Our intersectiofj's ~!:;,already failing. I also believe there will 

•• • s be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 

NAME: ;J"OA-N'lJ'c C.LEM tT.5-oJ 

ADDRESS: 2 11.f:2- &ot.vJ ~ ~ · 1 C,c-0 L- L"A:- q S',f <;t-

PHONE: 5'3or- ~S-t-32,7( 
' '· EMAIL: d O l<·C-(1 O (:; /..-, crt:; Nvi LI· ~ 

SIGNATURE: ~~ · c:'~ 
( ~ 

Board of Supervisors, 
,,_~·······-· - .. -

Jt~L 9 2:1)2() H~;;1\l):5S 
As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also 'believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our-existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I ~ the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 

NAME: pAV L ~\ ~~ l 
ADDRESS: ~(9 t9C!> hi1 J l. vvi41? l-t ~ Su,~ r 
PHONE: $::3 ~ - >@ 5 - 21..12 (_ 

EMAlli ~ v: <\',fl.; ,t ~"1--[ L - C 0-,,-. 

SIGNATURE: l'.A ~J, 



Board of Supervisors, 
t:IJ(; 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervi~ to reject this project. 

'1 

:~s:'.2aVIV?!~~:;;:i: 0 ~·:y,;~~ i( ~1~4 
PHONE: j~{1 'llJ £35-

:::!:ll;};f!f;//t/!::!;!fl1 
Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Hjghways 49 and 193. 

I obj"~ct to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
. driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
, 1:a[fi,c to turn into and· out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
. $~yere traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 

NAME: i~ \ \4... +-k:ss 
ADDRESS Lj/ c/ D W~0/i 2 v I e cJ tk-r e,> 0-f I 
PHONE: Cf {Dz goo-;)_ -,).fjoL/ , t.ct) 
EMAIL: \vt l lG? Y\Q_S~s ct q (2__ SQt\12-,J! .. e ow1 
SIGNATURE: w &-• J/.c~ 

Board of Supervisors, _ .Jfi1if::fo'.7-;i) :~:jJ)'.55 
. ~· ,·.-:.·:,·•-.;;:•' 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area,'! oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 

;/ . --p, 0 .D~" q.s" 
NAME: f'-- i WI be (Le£ frh \/(0l- W2 \J cA: q5i,J'-f 

ADDRESS: 55'--fO 'S-w-rl\v1~ L&iN ·-p; I o:f: I{ II I C,A q:::1:,hy 

PHONE: 'S?JJ · B~.3- d-'~ b 1 

EMAIL: k'sk"e~> 0s:e j1M0--, 1 • euvr--
SIGNATURE: ktcvidl:fl}.RRg Stu~ 

Board of Supervisors, JEDC , ... -~·- .. _ . - --~ 
;r:: ~t. r;~~ \:!rr•..st\ ..--,'t~i 0~1!1ii! 

As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide a\.leii, :i..'."opptisi:1 t:fi'c::' cons~truction of a 
. Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193 . 

. ;.. 

l_.object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 

, 'severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 

NAME: ~Y"") G\ciJs-\vQ 
ADDJs~ ~~ C':,\.f'0JL")\ \c_ 0..'('\ 

PHONE:~~C)\ \t:, C)~\\ 
\ \JQ,y- \ V 

~~o\ O:A 

EMAlli ~ ~ 
SIGNATURR .,,1):, .~~b-
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Board of Supervisors, "-·'-A.,, ~~i~~)2'(J gie! 
1 

O ~ c::;;:.~ 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the c0

6nstruc:tion of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

.. ,: .. ';._lf·:{:~ect tot~~ project on the groun~s that th_e increas_ed traffic~ create unsafe 
'/·~-- ._mg conditlons at the 49 and 193 tntersectlon. Vehicles attempt1ng to cross 
0 ·~--~J\ffic to tum into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
.. ;~~vere traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 

be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 

NAMR 1~0 ~ ·3c ~ ='-/ = ~~f ==I C'flce6bcf 
PHONE: ")30 fl cz:_,z I L...f_ /::J ( 

EMAIL ~h,~~-~~!ClC~~::t ¥19-_f 
SIGNATURE: \ 'j / w= }__Y.z, Lr,~.___£.. __ 

Board of Supervisors, ,n 
-:"3 ,_ ·,:- ·"·· -~ t""H;·/ ..::.. .,,_/ ~ ~--;,;__;: 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 

NAME: rtiu(e 61 j/rf! 5"7M 
ADDRESS: 33 t ~ &MB t .l..:-A J Gr 
PHONE .S3o 3oi-C[{U ~ 
EMAIL /1., 1!:: r;gf Ve-ov (d1 
SIGNATURE: . . ,\M= . ~ 

Board of Supervisors, !FJ)f: r-{fJS 
."ri l~ ~g 20~l:() AMJlt):~~E~ 

As a resident/ frequent. visitor cf the p~yJ~~ lii~~foppose the construction of a 
Dollar Genet3:1 store at.:the in~~rse~?~)i{_f.Dghways 49 and 193 . 

, .. ~.,:·" .. •• ", ' .,.,,,· ,,c:d if .... 

I object to.thisproj<,:~t on,J:hei.gioutfdf.~ai)be increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 :md1'<53flit.cfr;fciion. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn' into and oU:t of-the j,~,gp~o"s~f store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersectjbns are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 

NAME: .:f?2Vv/ J /5+{/'1.<}Jo~ 

ADDRESS: 4::10(., BVlP(~ cea:k:- CAU{)C 

PHONE: toe J l ~ /9 7,5 j 
EMAIL 1-"',!;·""-lJ' ill ~I.,. '-"" 

SIGNATURE, ~r 
· :B9ard of Supervisors, 

Fnt: f8;os 
-- !3 202·(~ Hf\11(J:5t? 

,/\{ a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
· Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I obj~~t to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 

NAME ~~'1 rtfffA 
ADDRE~ = =~ = =nV ·-rc(J'J 1_ 
PHONE: JJ3o- 4D9 -;27 8 r;., , 

EMAIL ,j~~~ ;t;tt:_a Li' 
SIGNATURE: ' , ~ ~ 



Board of Supervisors, 3 20?n ,:,~,: ·J n '. :;=;t~ 
As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose- th~' ~~~~~~ti.on of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will c;reate even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 

. ,<=>---....r:i r". \(\1\ c:::· ~ -yC' 
NAME: \,,, ,\ , ___ /--·:\._ ~\ \ k--~ \ ~ 

ADDRESS:\~~?) Qj~\~'\\(___C~~ ~ \( \ 
~ PHONE~~D \,\~ D~1lo 

EMAIL: e_\ __ \l \<-\?:;o '-0Q_xcs ~ c\_6-\ , ~ ll\ 
SIGNATURE: ·-y' '\}::'. f'\ g_J:-,1 ~ ~~'/ (· 

I X "'- ,=1--''c:::::,., . ' 
( -~-__) . 

Board of Supervisors, n c"~.,,,f' .... ,'"' {',·, n::~:a 
-. · • -~: ~-:} .:.::.!.'Ji.£r~} Hi"LIL"..J,<:..,'": i 

As _a.1:e'sident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Doill!f/~eneral store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

.. ~.,~ ~.:{: 

I 9bject:~ this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 

NAME: £Y'\ /{opp 
ADDRESS: 2._o 55 ~Vl CJ~ el( fd Coo.? er} 95tf/'7" 

PHONE: (_53()) 33)-7oo·c 
EMAIL: &,"YI /{.o(?£ 6] <{], ~c~; I , C. OP> 

SIGNATURE: ~----

Board of Supervisors, f3it]S 
~]tti_ 9 2()2f) l~~ilL~):513 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar Gen~ral store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

, ··'.::. :(q~:C~t to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
' :- :>·,~lng conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
" ' ... :·~c to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 

, '-si;;\fii'e'traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be'i.significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the ~oard of Supervisors. ti reject this project. 

~ tJ f-\oG'e__,r 
NAME: ~ 

Gr,eevlµ,jooJ I ADDRESS: ~-po ~~b 
n 

t!SG ><-
PHONE: _r;-·'= o 

EMAIL: D C-0~ \r )1n..c2,,A.., 7 i Q (_ \ c.J -c- ' (_C~ 

SIGNATURE:~-~ 

,f:t G. it:.--r1 11 - --.._(;,_ n ,. "' ._;p ,7'E:;l./ t:1u-i L- ,brl.i) 
.. I , ,..,. , , 

Ne-VJ~ 
Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193 . 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to r~~*1eroj~C.hr\ 

NAME: /(;i)y'/l;()A./1) i;;;,UflJl ~t~}~~!'.2;),~1~:~J.0~5,::; 
·'."" / '7 z-- ,.-· .. , .. :A?~-~ ; A .. -- ~-~ : / 

ADDRESS:~) ,··7, ) • "f;C~ ;----/ <' ~'<c /.~/(,_ _ 

PHONE: 5:;3(') .S:Sc:<- -S:;{)2f"J 
EMAIL: ll 1ELlS<tix (f::;, 

1
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t.fD~~ raicis 
Board of Supervisors, ~J!JL 9 2(J2f) ;;:~-;;1():57 
As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersecticitiof Highways 49 and 193. 

~- . ··"':" . 

Jobject to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 

NAME: f11c-Aa el /!of I 
ADDRESS: 3 6' 8 9 0 J/E !?Tc 11 
PHONE:/S3o) 1.f'?z ~ '-/72 F 
EMAIL: . 

SIGNATURE: ~~A~ 

g_c/ 

Board of Supervisors, 
---- - ~ 

JL~L 9 ~202f) ~JiJ .. c~:57 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 

NAME: P4 J /J Ji7 /( ff< 
ADDRESS: /: U' · /:f/J,X,jv'tf}j Cc>.,/ / p;i?J L__j £/ y· 

,-,/ // ,e; /a,,,-.<' , , 
PHONE: ~..5'& --/-f l:I tf,. -~6 / ..:> ..::; / 

EMAIL w I / /, ----- ' / ··.! / .,,;-:--__..,-: ,;;,---
SIG NATURE: d ~~ /::::;;§/ . 
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Board of Supervisors, , Boar o upervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 

- .- . _ -----=-- Ll~>~r~~:;~\'..::'.'-f ,, ,+::',' 
NAME: _l).E/3aie.4tt 3. /;tJ:1£~1---",'···"' h'U',,},,_,, 
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As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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!L~;)~; 
. .Board of Supervisors, 

,_ .. ~3 2()~2(1 ;101 
As a resident/ frequent visitor of the-O}fide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersec~p~~§,f Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds ~ethe increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 

NAME. 1· - .~ .. :II.·.: www.equineadvocates .. org . -· ... . il.."f: 
· " . • " E. Janell Cornfc:. :-, 

ADDRESS: · \ 2240 Bald Eag,.:'., ...;t. 
- ' ' Cool, CA 9SR14-2609 

PHONE:___ "·· 

EMAi~ '~ SIGNATURE,/~1Jl/d 7C 

Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
D~llar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 
, __ ,. .. ,_. 

1-objecq? this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving-~9nditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to·reject this project. 

NAME: J)e tt i,z (j ( ¢i /,r I; _ 
ADDREss: W6c;r ~ ~ ~=< ~11 ~ 
PHONE: .5Sc) 

EMAIL:__,~C---------'=-<~-'---"":-===-__.._~,__--=-"-'--'-

SIGNATURE: ------,,.-,===~~--''---,..,;,----..c....,-

EJ)C BtJJ:3 Board of Supervisors, 
~J1Ji_ 9 2f.r7(f. ~r~f~~tB:~? 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Superyiss>rs to reject this project. 

NAME ,J/ ..c.d~- Z:'.'- tf:0 
ADDREss: ;~9 ~±ymtt5TE"Z er~ 
PHONE: ;!73'tJ .. fi@tt-~U 8 
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Fn~~ Hr1s 
Board 0£.Supervisors, 9 2020 Ai-'i:t0:1.:/l 

· ··'~•\:Lai:ds1~~nt/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
.Dolla~General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193: 

··I'.ribj~~t1o this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 
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Board of Supervisors, 
~2():21[) :~i~-11t):'.3~J 

!\s a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 

NAME: Sr__). 5A AJ cf-~ ;Z.t-UOOV 

ADDRESS: l/ Y812 ? ) o-f L~ /'"€et- L,_ 0:€- (1 Jo f /-J) I 
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EMAIL s '2.<;-f' cV OQ d = r:t:ll..00, ( OV"'L 
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I:.LP~ 
Board of Supervisors, 9 2020 
As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
DoJ!.i,r General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

-;·~ ·-·~ - ·.,~ 

I tjpji:cpo this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
· }<#.l~g conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
· ' tmf,fi_c .to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 

seirete traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, ,J/JL '] 2020 57 

As a resident/frequent visi!or oKffi!!,~ivid;··~'ea, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the interse~99 of~hways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the gt;J#~ffii-ri£e increased traffic will create unsafe 
""driving conditions at the 49-and 19{Inter§:ection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
. -~_traffic to turn into and out of the prop6sed store parking lot will create even more 

severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this pr9ject. 

''" ,, ; . . . i i ;' I I! . ' 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 

1J ' 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 

NAME: /?(of~ Hcfa m s 
ADDRESS i' -0 - b'q<, £~ .;23_ l°D. ~ £ £~~ ~ ~ 

' . 2>&{ 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 

pmjoct. I 7je BoMdf Su~~o,s ".: reject this pmject 
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Board of Supervisors, I l/C:./ V {J ( -- () _,., ?(_) 
As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 

NAME: t '(;U67& Hos z7 l/5Mstl 
ADDRESS: Z15! 6/6 SJ8//(G 7$1/L 
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Board of Supervisors, 

&ol 

As ,a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

D~llar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe' 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 
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Board of Supervisors, \r)(A!·J 
\r/ -./V (/ --l I ~1?m o 

As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a · 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 

---r-- • \ L4 , • . t__ 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a re~ident/frequent vi~itor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at ~tersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

, • ·'le~.~ •.• 

I object to this project qq:_ t~ounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at:"the·49;ari'd 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to tum into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Hoard of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

cfr 

_::;,,:'\.'S -~f#;sident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
· .. ·oally..~tt'cral store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

,:,,.,);.J,.;lo,....:<'I:'· . ··•a-it·.,,... . _,,,_. . 

.. -f'bbj~;t-i:o this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
dnvmg conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed stor'e parking lot will create even mo~e 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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· ~.?..~rd_of Supervisors, 

.. Ai)i: resident/frequent visitor of thePivide area, I oppose the construction of a 
... ,. Dolla(Ge_n.eral store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. .. ..,. 

I·object tO this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 
"-..,.,_/ 

"' ~!/ VCcvJ-7 /?(ztJlC 
As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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· , B?~rd-ofSupervisors, 

As,a,resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I-oppose the construction of a 
D.<>l4r,Gene_ial store at the intersection ofHighw:tys-49 and 193 . 

. ·-·-. ··.· . -: . ··.,~,._ _. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the incroosed traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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_Board of Supervisors, __ ,: ·::''J?-e>u {7 -7 / 9;/2tJ2 D 
As a resident/frequent visitor of the'Dl~de area, I oppose th~ construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersecti&;(,,ofHighways 49 and 193. 

~.A_ 

· lobject to this project on the gtounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
- - · _ drivmg conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 

·· traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, ,?~· •:::..: 

Iii ) (.DcL &d-

As~ tesident/frequent visitor of the Divid(area, I oppose the construction of a 
-".'.')5o_llar General store at the intersection·bfl{ighways 49 and 193. 

··r qb.jid to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
···.driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 

traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 
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As a resident/frequent visitor· of the Divide.area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersecticinof Highways 49 and 193. 

: .).object to ):his. proj~ct on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
· · driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 

traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of.Supervisors, ·• 

.:}J!A~~;iJ.esident/fr~qu~t ~~itor ~f the Divi,cle,ITT;<:~} oppose the construction of a 
... ~·/ 1)91)ar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193 . 

... \·:'_;:/?\};;-,.., . . ' ~(· ... 
· · ··. · i object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 

driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more \ 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will j 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 
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Fwd: Dollar General Hearing, July 14,2020 
1 message 

Cathryn Dickerson <cathryndickerson@gmail.com> 
To: "edc.cob@edcgov.us" <edc.cob@edcgov.us> 

El Dorado County Planning Commission Members 
El Dorado County Board of Supervisors 

RE: Dollar General 

I hope that you will consider the article I have included here as well as these considerations: 

EDC COB <edc.cob@edcgov.us> 

Thu, Jul 9, 2020 at 11 :36 PM 

There has never been proper notification of any of the community meetings held with regard to the Dollar Store project. I have only heard about any of this 
by pure chance. It seems as though the development is being pushed through without any concern for the people who will have to live with it. Opinion was 
never truly canvassed and meetings were held quietly never posted publicly. 

The traffic already exiting the post office drive on Hwy 49 is hazardous. During evening rush hours in particular, it is a very challenging exit. Adding more 
traffic begs accidents at an already difficult intersection. 

No one on the El Dorado County Planning Commission nor BOS appears to live in this community. So, it is easy to not care about what goes in when it is not 
being built in your own neighborhood. Our supervisor claims she cannot be involved. Then why did we elect her? If you elect an official to represent your 
district, the one thing you might hope is that they are involved, concerned, and supportive of the community they.represent. 

It is also my understanding that a liquor license will be extended to Dollar General. With the addition of thousands of campers that will be using the· 
upcoming SRA campsites, it seems ridiculous to add access to cheap liquor to the mix. Along with the fire safety concerns, adding inexpensive alcohol access 
will increase the likelihood of alcohol related accidents, particularly through the canyon. 

The bottom line is that one would be hard pressed to find local support for Dollar General. And yet, you seem determined to green light this to the detriment 
of our community. Why? Does some additional revenues warrant disregarding the wishes of the residents, voters who put the BOS in office? 

The following New Yorker piece brings the problem of substandard safety at dollar stores to light. The nearest Sheriff's station is in Georgetown. This 
implies inadequate deterrent for a stand-alone business with an established history of holdups and shootings. 

The True Cost of Dollar Stores 
By Alec MacGillisJune 29, 2020 
The New Yorker 

Since 2017, nearly fifty people have been killed at the two biggest chains 
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The dollar store in Dayton where Dave Dukes shot and killed an armed robber. 

The following are excerpts from this piece: 

The Gun Violence Archive, a Web site that uses local news reports and law-enforcement sources to tally crimes involving 
firearms, lists more than two hundred violent incidents involving guns at Family Dollar or Dollar General stores since the 
start of 2017, nearly fifty of which resulted in deaths. The incidents include carjackings in the parking lot, drug deals gone 
bad, and altercations inside stores. But a large number involve armed robberies in which workers or customers have 
been shot. Since the beginning of 2017, employees have been wounded in shootings or pistol-whippings in at least thirty
one robberies; in at least seven other incidents, employees have been killed . The violence has not let up in recent 
months, when requirements for customers to wear masks have made it harder for clerks to detect shoppers who are bent 
on robbery. In early May, a worker at a Family Dollar in Flint, Michigan, was fatally shot after refusing entry to a customer 
without a mask. 

Even the most image-conscious public corporations tend to acknowledge, in their required disclosures to investors and in 
their quarterly calls with market analysts, the challenges facing them. So it was startling to find no mention of the 
prevalence of crime and violence in recent filings for either Dollar General or Family Dollar and Dollar Tree. Company 
executives make occasional reference to "shrink," the industry euphemism for stock lost mainly to shoplifting or employee 
theft. But the steady stream of violence at the stores, much of it directed against employees, was omitted. 

Dollar General emphasized its efforts to keep costs down. In its disclosures for the third quarter of 2019, Dollar General 
lamented the rise in nationwide hourly wages, and said that it was aiming to shift to self-checkout in many stores. The 
company hopes not to have to increase security at stores , since its "financial condition could be affected adversely" by 
doing so 

The chains' owners have done little to maintain order in the stores, which tend to be thinly staffed and exist in a state of 
physical disarray. 

'The likelihood of a crime occurring depends on three elements: a motivated offender, a vulnerable victim, and the 
absence of a capable guardian," the sociologist Patrick Sharkey wrote, in "Uneasy Peace," from 2018. 

Another way of putting this is that crime is not inevitable. Robberies and killings that have taken place at dollar-store 
chains would not have necessarily happened elsewhere. "The idea that crime is sort of a Whack-a-Mole game, that if you 
just press here it'll move over here" is wrong, Richard Rosenfeld, a criminologist at the University of Missouri-St. Louis, 
told me. Making it harder to commit a crime doesn't just push crime elsewhere; it reduces it. "Crime is opportunistic," he 
said. "If there's no opportunity, there's no crime." 

Because dollar stores are heavily concentrated in poor towns and neighborhoods, many middle- and upper-middle-class 
consumers are unaware of their ubiquity-or of the frequency of armed robberies and shootings. 

The stores undercut traditional grocery stores by having few employees, often only three per store, and paying them little. 
" 

In 2017, the year he was held up, there were thirty-two armed robberies at eighteen Dollar Generals and Family Dollars in 
Dayton. (This count didn't include the store where he was robbed, which sits just beyond the city line.) Last year, there 
were two dozen. The violence has included more than robberies, too. Last July, a man and a woman were killed outside a 
west-side Family Dollar in a murder-suicide; in September, a man was shot during a drug deal outside the Dollar General 
where I had run into Donald and his mother. 
All told, the Dayton police receive an average of nearly a thousand calls for service to the stores each year. 

On November 1, 2018, Woods went to work on his day off, to fill in for an absent co-worker. Footage from a security 
camera shows a man entering the store just after 1 p.m. , wearing a blue sweatshirt with the hood pulled up over a red 
cap, and holding a silver gun. He fired down the center aisle, hitting Woods in the back of the head . Then he pointed the 
gun at the cash register, before seeming to panic. He ran out of the store empty-handed. An ambulance arrived, but 
Woods was no longer breathing. After his body was removed, Dollar General remained open for several hours, before 
closing amid protests from local residents. 

Thank you for considering my input, 

Cathryn Dickerson 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a · 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds thafthe increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 inteise};;:~on. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the pr9po:,e~~Jore parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersec,tlons .arfalready failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our;¢iisting local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small commfuiity. 
Dollar General is incompatible with out small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a residentfft¢qu~f vi§itor5>_f the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General ~fcite,at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

, .. ,.· - ',), ... C: . ,,~; ·-·. ·-· 

I object to this.pfoj~,ct'.ontl:ie grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49. and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and o~t ·of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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,.,. · .. ~,.~~i6~d of Supervisors, _ _ _ 
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As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide
0 ~re';, f ;ppose ihe''2o~;~ct:ion of a 

Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to.this project on the grouncfr~t_the in~reased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 int~!;ction. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to tum into and out of the propei~~tore parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersectiorisiti:..hl.ready failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our'exfsiing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervi.sors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. · 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with' our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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As a.resider{t/frequent visitOt'.:,()fthe Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
· ·Dollar (;foernl store at the int~fc,tion of Highways 49 and 193 . 
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I o_l?j_eet to this project on the g;o'unds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 andT93 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the groun,ds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot ·will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 19 3. 

:""Y';ject to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
· ··dtj~fug:conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 

'tr"![fic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
'~:~fc~~ traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
:;fa¢1ll'·significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with: our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the pi;oposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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"';~,<~~_.'ft.'{:-• . :1~: 
As a resident/frequent visit?r 9f.ttw.-·W.v±de ~rea, I oppose the construction of a 

:.E.J?llar General store at the tnters~c~n·ofHighways 49 and 19}/ 

I object to this project on the groUO:ds that the increased traffic"'~ create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damagsto our existin_g local stores that will result in retail / / 

~andblightinoursmallcommuni!Y, /+' bu~ 1-t, I w,'/i foO'fC.~+1 
Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the -
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local_!msiness owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge tly!B~ard of SJ>Pcirvisors to r,:ject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area; I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small co~unity. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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.. As·~ tes~cloot/freqti_ent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar..Geneaj &.tore' at the intersection of Hjgh:ways 49 and 193. 

I object ;~ this project on the grounds tha~\tt in~ie~~~d traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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_. ~d of Supervisors, 

· :_~:;,.. J.,._;:a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
· ·,· ),)oliar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

~Y~bject to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
· driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 

traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in 011r small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners .u1 the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with-our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increa,,;~a;affic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection .. Vehlclifattempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store paiking:Jbt will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already fai.iihg. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 
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Board of Supervisors, 
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As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
'\~ . Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

.. ':,;\c:.f,object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
d~iving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 

., tn1Jfic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 

.Jssevere traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a res·ident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar Gtrieral store at the intersection o£Hi~,hways 49 and 193 . 

I object to this project on the grounds that:i:he:1r;~ieased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersecii~rtfVehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store pru:king lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 1-93 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to, turn into' and out onhe proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. O~:@ters·ections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic datnage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divideir2a, :U}p'~&{Jidld~Jhh;ttiiition of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

1 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the pr'oposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in op.posing this 

· project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 
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Board of Supervisors, 

2(~2() qMJ.(J:;=~~~; 
As a resident/ frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construd:ion of a 
Dollar General store.at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in: the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisor to reject this project. 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident) frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
· · Dollar Gene.fa! store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I objecno iliis project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to tum into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project 
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Board of Supervisors, 

As a resident/frequent visitor of the Divide area, I oppose the construction of a 
Dollar General store at the intersection of Highways 49 and 193. 

I object to this project on the grounds that the increased traffic will create unsafe 
driving conditions at the 49 and 193 intersection. Vehicles attempting to cross 
traffic to turn into and out of the proposed store parking lot will create even more 
severe traffic backups. Our intersections are already failing. I also believe there will 
be a significant economic damage to our existing local stores that will result in retail 
vacancies and blight in our small community. 

Dollar General is incompatible with our small community. I join with many of the 
neighbors and local business owners in the Cool-Pilot Hill area in opposing this 
project. I urge the Board of Supervisors to reject this project. 
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7/10/2020 Edcgov.us Mail - Re : Opposi tion to Cool Dollar General 
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Re: Opposition to Cool Dollar General 
1 message 

EDC COB <edc.cob@edcgov.us> 

Jeri Leu <ejleu@att.net> Fri, Jul 10, 2020 at 10:27 AM 
To: "edc.cob@edcgov.us" <edc.cob@edcgov.us> 
Cc: "NoBigBoxRetailersOnTheDivide@yahoo.com" <NoBigBoxRetailersOnTheDivide@yahoo.com> 

To the El Dorado County Board of Supervisors, 

As long time residents of the Divide, we are very much opposed to a 9,100 sq. ft. Dollar General 
store proposed in Cool, CA. 

We already have a Holiday Market and other small stores in the quaint town of Cool. This big box 
store that is UGLY will only hurt the small businesses already established and increase traffic 
congestion. 

We opposed Dollar General in Georgetown too, and won! Listen to the people of the Georgetown 
Divide .... we don't want DOLLAR GENERAL in our towns!! 

Thank you,. 
Jeri L. and Eldon R. Leu 
PO Box 258, 3030 Evergreen Ct. 
Georgetown, CA 95634 
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Cool Dollar General 
1 message 

Keith Merson <keithmerson@me.com> 
To: edc.cob@edcgov.us 

Hi, 

Edcgov.us Mail - Cool Dollar General 

EDC COB <edc.cob@edcgov.us> 

Fri, Jul 10, 2020 at 2:36 PM 

I am a resident of Cool and am writing to express my opposition to the Dollar General store. 

I agree with the Divide Preservation Society that such a business isn't consistent with our small 
community. 

Dollar General in particular has been documented to cause more harm than benefits to communities like Cool. 

Here is just one such article: https://www.propublica .org/article/how-dollar-stores-became-magnets-for-crime
and-killing 

There are many more articles just like this and they are easy to find. We just don 't need a Dollar General store in 
Cool. 

Thank you. 

Keith Merson 
2820 Ahwahnee Ct. 
Cool , CA 9561 4 



7/10/2020 Edcgov.us Mail - Dollar store comments 

Dollar store comments 
1 message 

Bobbie Housand <holrider2@gmail.com> 
To: edc.cob@edcgov.us 

Cool, Pilot Hill and The Divide -

these are unique rural, independent 

communities that have resisted 

cookie cutter chain stores from 

taking over the area for many years. 

The aesthetics and charm of our 

small communities is essential to our 

quality of life. Big box stores just 

don't fit in here. 
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El Dorado County has failed to 

sufficiently consider the impacts of 

the new developments on traffic, 

particularly the stacking of cars 

making left turns into the proposed 

projects and to Georgetown Road. 

Local residents understand that 

safety is going to be compromised. 

PROTECT LOCAL 
BUSINESSES 

Big boxes like Dollar General and 

Grocery Outlet use predatory pricing 

to drive smaller existing competitors 

out of business and then send the 

------ciGl.lar-s-ouLoLtbe-comm.u.nity'.-------------------
1 appose the building of this chain 

store. 
Barbara Housand 

Coloma, CA 
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